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(57) Abstract: Disclosed is an arrangement comprising a winch (9) that is preferably used for hoisting loads as well as an adjusting 
mechanism (10) for the winch (9). In the assembled state, the winch (9) is mounted on a crane boom (5) so as to be movable by a 
limited degree between an operating position and a transported position by means of the adjusting mechanism (10). The adjusting 
mechanism (10) is equipped with at least one linear drive unit (15) which cooperates with a lever gear (16) to adjust the winch (9).

[Fortsetzung auf der nachsten Seite]
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TD, TG). eintrejfen

Veroffentlicht:
— mit intemationalem Recherchenbericht

(57) Zusammenfassung: Anordnung mit einer Seilwinde (9), die vorzugsweise zum Heben von Lasten vorgesehen ist, und ei-
nem Verstellmechanismus (10) fiir die Seilwinde (9), wobei die Seilwinde (9) im Montagezustand an einem Kranarm (5) durch den
Verstellmechanismus (10) zwischen einer Arbeitsstellung und einer Transportstellung begrenzt bewegbar gelagert ist, wobei der
Verstellmechanismus (10) wenigstens einen Linearantrieb (15) aufweist, wobei der Linearantrieb (15) zum Verstellen der Seilwinde
(9) mit einem Hebeiwerk (16) zusammenwirkt.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an arrangement with a winch, which is provided

5 preferably for hoisting loads, and an adjusting mechanism for the winch, wherein the 

winch when being assembled on a crane arm can be moved to a limited extent 

between a working position and a transport position by way of the adjusting 

mechanism, wherein the adjusting mechanism comprises at least one linear drive.

The invention further relates to a crane arm, in particular for vehicles, with an

10 arrangement of the type to be described and also, in addition, to a crane with a crane 

pillar and with at least one crane arm which is mounted so as to be movable relative 

to the crane pillar.

BACKGROUND AND PRIOR ART

15 An arrangement of the type mentioned at the outset is used, for example, in 

connection with transport vehicles so as to move the winch, when not in use, into a 

position in which it assumes, with the other components of a loading crane, a 

position which is as compact as possible. In this way, the overall height of the 

vehicle can be reduced in order to form, for example during travel, as little air

20 resistance as possible or in order to be able to maneuver the vehicle more easily - in 

particular within buildings. Mounting of the winch on a crane arm of a transport 

vehicle with limited movability between a transport and a working position is in 

principle already known; nevertheless, the adjusting mechanism for moving the 

winch is in this case provided in a relatively complex manner.

25 The object of the present invention is therefore to disclose an improved adjusting

mechanism for moving the winch between the working and transport position,

allowing complex design components to be substantially dispensed with.

24/06/13.M:\Graham\Clare\Speci & Amndmts\18314 Speci.Doc.l
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13 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one aspect, the present invention provides an arrangement including: 

a winch for hoisting loads; and

an adjusting mechanism for adjusting the winch between a working position 

5 and a transport position,

wherein the adjusting mechanism includes a lever apparatus and a linear 

drive, and the linear drive interacts with the lever apparatus to adjust the winch,

wherein the lever apparatus includes a knee lever, and 

wherein the adjusting mechanism is configured to mount the winch on a crane arm

10 such that the winch can pivot about an axis which is substantially parallel to a 

longitudinal axis of the crane arm.

In another aspect, the present invention provides a crane with an arrangement, the 

arrangement mounted thereon, wherein the winch pivots between the working 

position and the transport position about an axis which is substantially parallel to the

15 longitudinal axis of the crane arm, including: 

a winch for hoisting loads; and

an adjusting mechanism for adjusting the winch between a working position 

and a transport position,

wherein the adjusting mechanism includes a lever apparatus and a linear 

20 drive, and the linear drive interacts with the lever apparatus to adjust the winch,

wherein the lever apparatus includes a knee lever, and 

wherein the adjusting mechanism is configured to mount the winch on a crane arm 

such that the winch can pivot about an axis which is substantially parallel to a 

longitudinal axis of the crane arm

25

In a further aspect, the present invention provides a crane including: 

a crane pillar;

a crane arm which is movable relative to the crane pillar; and an arrangement 

mounted on the crane arm, the arrangement including:

30 a winch for hoisting loads; and
24/06/13.M:\Gr&ham\ClareVSpeci & Amndmts\18314 Spec·.Doc.2
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13 an adjusting mechanism for adjusting the winch between a working position 

and a transport position,

wherein the adjusting mechanism includes a lever apparatus and a linear 

drive, and the linear drive interacts with the lever apparatus to adjust the winch,

5 wherein the lever apparatus includes a knee lever, and

wherein the adjusting mechanism is configured to mount the winch on a

crane arm such that the winch can pivot about an axis which is substantially parallel 

to a longitudinal axis of the crane arm,

wherein the winch pivots between the working position and the transport

10 position about an axis which is substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 

crane arm.

SUMMARY OF OPTIONAL EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

According to the invention, in an embodiment, this is achieved in that the linear drive

15 interacts with a lever apparatus in order to adjust the winch, wherein the lever 

apparatus includes at least one knee lever.

The linear drive may be embodied as an optionally hydraulically operable, piston- 

cylinder unit. The advantages of a hydraulic cylinder are already known, as a 

hydraulic linear motor of this type allows very high forces to be transmitted, very

20 uniform and exact movement being possible owing to the low compressibility of the 

hydraulic fluid. The energy, which is supplied from a hydraulic pressure accumulator 

or a hydraulic pump, is in this case converted into an easily controllable and 

rectilinearly acting force. Optionally, at least one double-acting cylinder is used 

when carrying out the invention, whereby two active directions of movement can be

25 attained. According to the present invention, the piston-cylinder unit now interacts 

with a lever apparatus including a knee lever, wherein complex design components, 

such as for example gear wheels, toothed racks or the like, may be dispensed with. 

The lever apparatus is in this case embodied in such a way that it converts a linear

24/06/13.M:\Giaham\Claie\Speci & Anindtnts\18314 Speci.Doc.3
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movement of the linear drive, optionally of the piston-cylinder unit, into a pivoting 

movement of the winch.

According to an embodiment of the invention, the lever apparatus acts on a bearing 

part of the winch. In this connection, it can be advantageous when the bearing part

5 has at least one pivot axis and at least one rotatable articulation point which is 

arranged offset from said pivot axis, the lever apparatus acting on the rotatable 

articulation point.

According to an embodiment of the invention, it can be provided that the piston- 

cylinder unit, when assembled on a crane arm, with its end of the cylinder - that is

10 remote from the piston - engages with the crane arm. It is also within the scope of the 

invention to provide in this case the kinematic reversal solution, that is to say that the 

end of the cylinder that is remote from the piston rests on the winch and the free end 

of the piston rod rests on the crane arm.

According to an embodiment of the invention, it can be provided that the lever

15 apparatus includes at least one knee lever. In this case, it may be beneficial if the 

linear drive acts on the knee of the knee lever.

The use of a knee lever has proven beneficial in so far as it is possible to generate, by 

way of a linear movement performed by the piston-cylinder unit, a high force acting 

on the knee joint in the direction of the notional connecting line between the two

20 lever ends of the knee lever that are remote from the knee joint. The more the knee 

lever is sheared apart, the higher the force in this case is. The adjusting mechanism 

according to the invention with the knee lever allows the considerable total weight of 

the winch with its cable drum and the cable wound thereon to be moved without 

difficulty between the working position and the transport position.

25 The crane arm according to the invention may have an arrangement of the described 

type.

The crane according to an embodiment the invention has a crane pillar and at least 

one crane arm which is mounted so as to be movable relative to the crane pillar, said

24/06/13,M:Orsham\Clare\Speci & Amndmls\183I4 Sped.Doc.4
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3 crane comprising an arrangement of the type in question. In a possible embodiment 

of the invention, provision may also be made for the crane pillar and the crane arm to 

be formed in one piece.

5 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Further details and advantages of the present invention will be described in more 

detail with the aid of the description of figures, in which:

Fig. 1 a, 1 b show side views of a loading crane mounted on a motor vehicle with the 

winch in the working position as well as in the transport position;

10 Fig. 2a, 2b show vertical sections through the crane arm with the winch in the 

working and transport position respectively;

Fig. 3 shows a side view of a transport vehicle with a mounted loading crane; 

and

Fig. 4a, 4b show perspective views of the winch in the working and in the transport 

15 position.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF OPTIONAL EMBODIMENTS OF THE 
INVENTION

Fig. la and Fig. lb show schematically a loading crane 2 mounted on a vehicle 1 

20 (which is merely indicated). The loading crane 2 consists substantially of a crane 

pillar 3 which can rotate about a vertical axis, a crane arm 5 which can pivot, counter 

thereto, about the axis 4, and a telescopically extendable folding arm 7 which can 

pivot about the axis 6 relative to the crane arm 5. The folding arm 7 is pivoted 

relative to the crane arm 5 in principle by way of the folding cylinder 8. A detailed

25 description with regard to the embodiment of the loading crane per se or the

configuration of the various possibilities for movement will be dispensed with within

24/06/13.M:\Graham\Clare\Spcci & Amndmts\l83l4 Speci.Doc.5
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13 the scope of the present invention, as these are already known in many variants in the 

art. Significant is the winch 9 which is arranged preferably on the crane arm 5 and 

has its adjusting mechanism 10 which can be used to move, preferably to pivot, the 

winch 9 selectively into a working and a transport position. A cable 11 can be wound

5 in several layers onto the winch 9. The cable 11 can be used either for hoisting 

loaded goods or else to telescope or else to pivot jibs of the loading crane 2. In Fig. 

la the winch 9 protrudes upward from the crane arm 5, whereas in Fig. lb the winch 

9 has been pivoted downward about an axis, so that according to Fig. lb the upper 

side of the winch 9 can be aranged at least approximately coplanarly with the upper

10 side of the crane arm 5. Fig. la marks preferably the working position of the winch 9, 

whereas the winch 9 assumes in Fig. lb the transport position, resulting in a reduced 

overall height of the total arrangement. It should however be noted in this connection 

that, depending on the crane type and construction of the loading crane 2, the folded- 

down position according to Fig. 1 b may also be the transport or else the working

15 position.

Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b are each a vertical section through the crane arm 5 according to 

Fig. la and Fig.lb, i.e. the position of the winch 9 in the working or transport 

position. Fig. 2a shows the folded-down position of the winch 9 in relation to the 

crane arm 5, corresponding to the position of the winch 9 according to Fig. lb. The

20 winch 9 has at least one cable drum 12, wherein the cable 11 can be wound up or 

unwound by rotating the cable drum 12. Furthermore, the winch 9 comprises a 

bearing part 13 which can be pivoted about an axis 14 relative to the crane arm 5. At 

least one linear drive 15 in the form of a piston-cylinder unit 15a, 15b, which pivots 

the bearing part 13 of the winch 9 via a lever apparatus 16, is provided for adjusting

25 the winch 9 between the transport and working position. The lever apparatus 16 

comprises expediently a knee lever with two one-armed levers 16a and 16b, the free 

end of the piston rod 15b of the piston-cylinder unit 15a, 15b acting, in the 

exemplary embodiment shown, directly on the knee K of the articulated connection 

between the two levers 16a, 16b. The ends of the two levers 16a and 16b that are

30 remote from the knee K. act, on the one hand, on a further rotatable articulation point

14a of the bearing part 13 and also, on the other hand, on a further - crane arm-side -
24/06Ί 3.M:\Graham\Clarc\Speci &. Amndmts\18314 Speci.Doc,6
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articulation point 14b. In Fig. 2a the piston rod 15b is in an extended state relative to 

the cylinder 15a. As the piston rod 15b is retracted into the cylinder 15a, the bearing 

part 13 can be pivoted without difficulty, by way of the knee lever kinematics, about 

the axis 14 thereof until the position of the winch 9 that is shown in Fig. 2b is

5 reached. The illustration shown in Fig. 2b thus corresponds to the folded-up position 

of the winch 9 according to Fig. la, which - as previously mentioned - can be, 

depending on the embodiment of the type of crane, either the working or the 

transport position.

Fig. 3 shows a side view of a transport vehicle 1 with a loading crane 2 mounted

10 thereon. The loading crane 2 comprises, by way of example, a rotatable crane pillar 3 

on which there is arranged a crane arm 5 with the winch 9 which can be moved, by 

way of an adjusting means 10, selectively into a transport or working position.

Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b show perspective views of the working and transport positions of 

the winch 9. An adjusting mechanism 10, which has at least one linear drive 15 in the

15 form of a piston-cylinder unit 15a, 15b and a lever apparatus 16 in the form of the 

two knee levers 16a, 16b, is provided for this purpose. The winch 9, which is 

arranged on the bearing part 13 and has its cable drum 12, is mounted so as to be able 

to pivot about the axis 14. The piston-cylinder unit 15a, 15b acts directly on a knee K 

of the knee lever. The bearing part 13 has a rotatable articulation point 14a which is

20 set apart from the axis 14 and on which the lever 16b acts. The other lever 16a is 

articulated to an articulation point 14b associated with the crane arm 5.

Fig. 4b shows the swiveled-out position of the winch 9, the piston rod 15b being 

shown in the extended position in relation to the cylinder 15a. The lever apparatus 

with the two levers 16a, 16b converts a linear movement of the piston rod 15b into a

25 pivoting movement of the winch 9 which is mounted on the bearing part 13, the pivot 

angle being beneficially between 0° and 180°, preferably between 0° and about 90°.

The present invention is not limited to the exemplary embodiment shown, but 

includes or extends to all variants and technical equivalents which may fall under the 

scope of the following claims. The positional indications selected in the description,

24/06/13.M:\Graham\Clare\Speci&. Amndmts\l83l4 Speci.Doc.7
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3 such as for example at the top, at the bottom, laterally, etc., are based on the above- 

described and also illustrated figures and may, in the event of a change in position, 

be transferred analogously to the new position. In principle, it is also possible for the 

winch to perform, between the limited movement between the transport position and

5 the working position, a linear movement or else a combination of a linear and a 

pivoting movement.

Throughout this specification and the claims which follow, unless the context 

requires otherwise, the word "comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and 

"comprising", will be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or

10 group of integers or steps but not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group 

of integers or steps.

The reference to any prior art in this specification is not and should not be taken as 

an acknowledgement or any form of suggestion that the prior art forms part of the 

common general knowledge.

15

24/06/13.M:\Graham\Clare\Speci & Amndnus\l8314 Speci.Doc.8
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1. An arrangement including:

a winch for hoisting loads; and

5 an adjusting mechanism for adjusting the winch between a working position

and a transport position,

wherein the adjusting mechanism includes a lever apparatus and a linear 

drive, and the linear drive interacts with the lever apparatus to adjust the winch,

wherein the lever apparatus includes a knee lever, and

10 wherein the adjusting mechanism is configured to mount the winch on a

crane arm such that the winch can pivot about an axis which is substantially parallel 

to a longitudinal axis of the crane arm.

2. An arrangement according to claim 1, wherein the lever apparatus converts a

15 linear movement of the linear drive into a pivoting movement of the winch.

3. An arrangement according to either claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the lever 

apparatus acts on a bearing part of the winch.

20 4. An arrangement according to claim 3, wherein the bearing part has a pivot

axis and a rotatable articulation point which is arranged offset from the pivot axis, 

the lever apparatus acting on the rotatable articulation point.

5. An arrangement according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the linear

25 drive acts on the knee of the knee lever.

6. An arrangement according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the linear 

drive is a piston-cylinder unit.

30 7. An arrangement according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the linear

drive is a hydraulically operable piston-cylinder unit.
24/06/13,M:\Graham\Clarc\Speci & Amndmts\183l4 Sped Doc,9
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8. An arrangement according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the winch has 

a cable drum onto which a load bearing cable can be wound.

5 9. A crane with an arrangement according to any one of claims 1 to 8, mounted

thereon, wherein the winch pivots between the working position and the transport 

position about an axis which is substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 

crane arm.

10 10. A crane including:

a crane pillar;

a crane arm which is movable relative to the crane pillar; and 

an arrangement according to any one of claims 1 to 8 mounted on the crane

arm,

15 wherein the winch pivots between the working position and the transport

position about an axis which is substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the 

crane arm.

11. A crane according to claim 10, wherein the adjusting mechanism is mounted

20 on an upper surface of the crane arm and the winch is disposed above the upper

surface of the crane arm when the winch is in the working position, and is disposed 

at a side surface of the crane arm when the winch is in the transport position.

12. A crane according to claim 10, wherein the winch is disposed above an upper

25 surface of the crane arm when the winch is in the working position, and is disposed

at a side surface of the crane arm when the winch is in the transport position.

13. An arrangement according to claim 1, substantially as herein before 

described with reference to the accompanying Figures.

30

24/06/l3,M:\Graham\Clare\Spcci & Amndmts\I8314 Speci.Doc, 10
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14. A crane according to claim 9, substantially as herein before described with 

reference to the accompanying Figures.

15. A crane according to claim 10, substantially as herein before described with 

5 reference to the accompanying Figures.

24/06/13,M:\Graham\Clare\Spcci & Amndmts\18314 Speci.Doc, 11
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